MUSC 309  Lecture 2:  Style basics; the musical background of rock

I. Rock definitions
	A. What is it?
		1. rock and roll – musically definable style
		2. rock – larger definition
			a. music influenced by rock and roll
			b. subgenres
			c. fusions
	B. Rock v. pop			 
II. Style
	A. Def. – sum of shared features that set one group of pieces apart from others
	B. Most commonly used to describe commonalities among artists from certain time 
period, geographical region, or who share set of influences
II. Rock basics – It’s Only Rock and Roll
	A. Rhythm
1. Time aspect of music is one of most important characteristics
		2.Rhythm
			a. Orderly movement of music in time
			b. Controls all relationships in music
			c. Organized in terms of a basic unit of length = beat
		3. Beat
			a. Regular pulse heard in most types of music
			b. In most music beats heard in groups of 2, 3, 4, etc.
		4. Accents
			a. In Classical music, first beat of every bar accented
			b. Not always so in blues, rock
				i. Accent on second in group of two
				ii. Called backbeat
				iii. Usually brought out some way; drum beat, snaps, claps
			c. Is the accent in It’s Only Rock and Roll on the beat, or backbeat?
			d. Which instrument plays the backbeat?
	B. Subdivision of beat
		1. Other regular rhythms in most rock that move faster than the basic beat 
			a. Often heard in drums, rhythm guitar, bass	
			b. Called “style” beat 
				i. Two beat style beat = marches, country music
					aa. Strong accent on beats 1 and 3
					bb.  ONE two ONE two
				ii. Four beat style beat
					aa. Strong accent on each beat of bar\
					bb. New Orleans jazz, most swing, funk, disco
				iii. Eight beat style beat
					aa. Each beat of bar subdivided into two parts
					bb. Either in one part (instruments or vocals)
					cc. Or subdivisions heard in number of parts
					dd. Even subdivisions = rock beat
					ee. Uneven = shuffle beat (think One (two) three)
			c. It’s Only Rock and Roll – rock style beat
	Is the style beat here heavily emphasized, or only lightly 

(almost subliminal)?
		2. Other layers of rhythm
a. Patterns played by certain instruments, clapping, etc.
			b. Often different than both beat and subdivisions of beat
		3. Common method of creating rhythmic interest is displacing accents from 
normal metrical patterns
			a. ie:  “in-between” the beats
			b. syncopation
		4. SO:  Rhythm in rock and roll
				i. Medium - fast tempo
				ii. Strong backbeat
				iii. Eight beat rock style beat
				v. syncopation
				vi. medium texture
	C. Texture
1. In any given piece of music, different number of sounds occurring at same time
		a. Sometimes just a melody
		b. Sometimes a melody and accompaniment
		c. Often other layers of activity as well
	2. Term used to describe how many, and what kind, of musical events 
happening in a piece of music at any given time called texture	
		3. Only two or three different parts = thin
			-Example: Blowin’ in the Wind [chapter 7]
		4. 7 or more layers = thick
			-Example: Thank You (falletin me be mice elf again) [chapter 14]
		5. 5 or 6 parts = medium (It’s Only Rock and Roll)

	D. Melody
		1. Dominant foreground
		2. Melody only in voice, or do other instruments play melodic ideas?
		3. Motive = short, distinctive musical idea
				i. Think of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony
				ii. Often a part of the melodic line, or basis for melody
b. Riffs 
	i. Motive with a distinctive rhythm
	ii. Repeated throughout piece, or major sections of piece
	iii. So distinctive that a riff can define a song
	iv. Examples
aa. Louie, Louie [chapter 5]
		bb. Satisfaction [chapter 8]
		cc. I Heard it Through the Grapevine [chapter 6]
			c. Hook
i. catchy musical or text phrase that repeats throughout song
ii. Grabs listener’s attention
		4. Melodic structure
			a. Think of a melody like a sentence
			b. Sentences divided into phrases - so are melodies 
			c. With songs, usually musical phrases coincide with phrases in lyrics
			d. Phrases end in resting places, or cadences
				i. Like punctuation in a sentence
				ii. Cadences either
					aa. Conclusive - sounds like the melody could end there
					bb. Inconclusive - pause, like a comma in a sentence
			e. Melodies tend to resolve around a certain pitch
				i. Often start and end on a given pitch
				ii. Keep returning to that pitch
				iii. Called a tonic pitch
				iv. Tonic pitch first note of scale upon which piece is built – 
	
	E. Harmony 
		1.  Sounds that provide support for a melody
			a. Melody = horizontal aspect of music
			b. Harmony = vertical aspect
		2. Can also think of as simultaneous combination of notes – relationships of 	
intervals - and resulting chords
			a. Chord - when 2 or more pitches sound at the same time
			b. Chords are the building blocks of harmony
		3. Basic chord in rock a triad
			a. 3 pitches arranged in a special way
			b. 2 intervals of a 3rd (every other note of a scale) stacked on top of each 
other
			c.. Triads can be built on all notes of the scale
		4. Key
			a. Scale upon which piece is based
			b. Patterns of half steps and whole steps
			c. Most important notes: 1st (tonic) and 5th (dominant)
		4. Rock harmonies
a. tonic chord - triad built on the tonic pitch - 1st note of the scale
		i. Tonic chord in any key is stable
		ii. Doesn’t sound like it needs to progress to another chord
		iii. Most important chord in any piece
b. dominant chord - triad built on 5th note of the scale
		i. “Wants” to resolve (ie:  move) to the tonic
ii. Movement from the tonic to the dominant creates a strong 
cadence, sense of closure	
			c. Subdominant - triad built on 4th note of the scale
				i. Frequently moves to the dominant chord
				ii. These three chords together define the tonality of a piece
				iii. IV-V-I very common pattern of chords, or chord progression
		5. Often hard to hear, esp. when starting to listen for
			a. First step focusing on the bass line - “listening down to the bottom”
			b. Usually the foundation for chords - so when it moves, harmony 
generally is changing
		6. Blues exercise
7 Speed at which change – harmonic rhythm
	It’s Only Rock and Roll

i. Verse – slow harmonic rhythm until end of first part of verse (at 
“stra-a-nge”)
				ii. Faster in refrain
	Harmonic rhythm contributes to shape of song

	F. Form
		1. Way that a piece of music is organized
		2. At its most basic level, musical form based on principles of:
			a. Repetition
			b. Contrast
		3. Form articulated by
			a. Lyrics – return, change of topic, etc.
			b. Changes in certain elements
				i. Addition or subtraction of instruments, voices
				ii. ie:  change in texture
			c. Change in dynamics
			d. Alteration of some other element How elements of 
4. Basic rock form: verse/chorus
		5. Chorus – words and music repeat 
		6. Verse
	G. Tone Color
		1. Ex. - play sample of Bob Dylan tune - who?
		2. Then sample of Jimi Hendrix - who?
		3. Each pitch or tone has its own unique sound, depending on:
			a. Frequency of the pitch
			b. How the tone produced
		4. Called tone color, or timbre (pronounced TAM-ber)
H. Performing Style
	1. Way of determining influences on artist, song
	2. Different approaches, tone colors
			a. Play sample of Big Joe Turner (blues), then Mavis Staples (gospel), 
Sinatra or other (pop), Hank Williams (country)
			b. Play about :30 of It’s Only Rock and roll
			c. Which sounds closer?
	I. Dynamics
		1. Volume 
		2.  Can be different in different sections of a work
		3. Is It’s Only Rock and Roll -
a. Loud (as in heavy metal loud)?
			b. Quiet and tranquil?
			c. Again – about in the middle
			
	Instrumentation

	Rock bands generally include

	Melody instrument

Rhythm instrument
Chording instrument
Bass instrument
Other instrument optional
	Auxiliary percussion

ii.  Sweetening instruments: horns, flutes, etc.
	Drums and percussion—the heart of the rhythm section
	Establish the tempo and meter

Establish the "feel" of a song
The drum set:
	Snare drum (which sits on a stand between the drummer's legs)
Bass drum (played by the right foot) usually referred to as the "kick" drum
High-hat (two cymbals on a foot pedal stand that allows them to be clamped together)
Tom-toms 
	Cymbals mounted on floor stands
	Ride cymbal
	Crash cymbal
	Drummers play rhythmic patterns that incorporate the entire drum set
	Auxiliary percussion
	Maracas: Bo Diddley; Good Vibrations (5) (D section)
	Conga drums: Oye Como Va (12)
	Triangle: Save the Last Dance for Me (5)
	Tambourine: We Can Work It Out (7); Sledgehammer (17)
	Wood block:  Uncle John’s Band (10)
	Cowbell!: Rock Lobster (15) (intro
Any percussion instrument that isn’t part of drum kit
	Bass
	The role of the bass is to provide the link between rhythm and harmony
	Articulates important notes of chords
Reinforces rhythm of drums, rhythm guitar
If song based on riff, usually in bass
	Early rock music used acoustic bass
From the 1960s on electric bass has been the primary bass instrument
	Guitar
	Lead guitar
	Doubles melody line
Provides countermelody (melody heard simultaneously with main melody) and fills (motives heard when melody is silent)
Solos
	Rhythm guitar
	Provides full chords in rhythmic alignment with the drums and bass = chording instrument
Frequently enhances snare drum part 
	Keyboards
	Primarily chording instrument
Keyboard instruments can also be used as rhythm instruments
	Sweetening and soloing instruments
	Horns and strings
	Additional auxiliary instruments add interesting timbral elements to the music
	The term used in recording is "sweetening"
These tracks must be written carefully not to detract from the vocal tracks
	These parts usually center on harmonic or melodic concepts
Horn sections consist of brass instruments and/or saxophones
	The instrumental solos
	Any instrument can have a solo in a song, but certain instruments are used more than others
	Saxophone solo (as in the Coasters' "Yakety Yak")
Guitar solo (Jimi Hendrix's "Purple Haze")
A piano solo (Jerry Lee Lewis's "Great Balls of Fire")
	Usually occurs past the midpoint of the song
This is the focus of the song when it is happening
Rhythm instruments maintain their same supporting role
Solos can add excitement to the return of the vocals, making them sound fresh again
	The vocals
	The sung parts of a song are either the lead vocal or backup vocals
The lead vocal part has two functions
	Provide the main melody to the song
Convey the lyrics in a convincing and effective way
	Singers can be relatively free in relationship to the rhythm parts
	That can either be successful or not—depending on the song
The highly structured aspects of the rhythm parts can present a need for contrast from the vocalist
	Some songs have only one singer
Some songs have a lead singer providing all of the lyrics and main melody and additional singers as well
	The additional singers sing the "backup" vocal parts
This is usually a combination of harmonic pitches and melodic material
Backup vocal parts can also be similar to the "sweetening" aspects provided by strings and horns
	Backup vocals can have lyrics or neutral syllables ("ooh," "doo-wop") or both
	They can accompany the lead vocal at the same time the lead vocal is being sung
An example of this would be the Beach Boys' "Surfer Girl"
They can function as responses to the lead vocal
As in the Beatles' "Twist and Shout!"
	Snare becomes the busiest part of the drums—reversing the role with the high-hat
The chorus is more dynamic than in previous vocalized choruses
The guitar introduction material returns at the end of the chorus section to link back to the verse

